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The panoramic Star Trek: Ships of the Line 2017 Wall Calendar opens horizontally to maximize the

detail and drama of each stunning piece of art.In celebration of Star Trek&#39;s landmark 50th

anniversary, the 2017 edition of this fan-favorite calendar is dedicated to showcasing spectacular

images of the most famous vessel in the Federation: the U.S.S. Enterprise (NC-1701), in a variety of

iconic scenes and settings.
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Am only to March so far, but am mostly liking the calendar. Though to be honest am seeing a bit

much regarding Kahn, let's hope the rest of the year goes somewhere else. (I hope that April is't the

fight in the Mutara Nebula)Though I must admit, what is the point of leaving a review of this product.

Not like it's going to matter next year. Heck, who is looking for a calendar past March

anyway?Hmm, just found out you can use this calendar in 2023, maybe my review will be relevant.

And since the title follows the body of the text when your filling out this review, I now have a title.

The 2017 "Star Trek: Ships of the Line" wall calendar is one you won't want to toss in the recycling

bin on Jan. 1, 2018.It's the calendar that's an art book, not just a record of the days and dates of the

year.This year's calendar honors the 50th anniversary of "Star Trek: The Original Series" by

showcasing the Starship Enterprise in scenes from popular episodes including "The Corbomite

Maneuver," "Tomorrow Is Yesterday," "Space Seed" and "The Trouble with Tribbles" created by

artists including Trek film and television veterans Doug Drexler and John Eaves, as well as Gabriel



Koerner, Dave Morton and others.Unlike other calendars, the "Star Trek: Ships of the Line" calendar

opens horizontally rather than vertically in order to maximize the dramatic impact of the artwork, so

save extra space on your wall and buy some extra Command hooks if you purchase this.The 2017

"Star Trek: Ships of the Line" is highly recommended for "Trek" fans in general, and Original Series

fans in particular.

I purchase the "Ships of the Line" calendar every year. I love the art. Once the year is over, I display

my favorite month on my "Star Trek" wall. in my home office.

Great renderings of the ships ... it is more for display than for a useful calendar ... it hangs horizontal

with the pictures going across both sections ... the calendar is small and in the corner ... no space to

write in or highlight the days ... of course, since the purpose is to feature the artwork, this is fine if

you don't need the calendar for any practical use other than see what day it is ... I like it for the

artwork, but it gets 3 stars due to its lacking as a real calendar ...

I have only two thoughts that might improve this line of calendars. I would love to see them make

the calendar in a vertical format. The horizontal is hard to hang and hard to find space for. Also, I'd

love a small, six-inch (or so) version... Always love the artwork!!

It's Star Trek. What more need be said?

Nice calendar but didn't realize it's sideways takes up a lot of space and date part is small which is

great to admire the paintings.

Very fun to hang at the office. This is my fifth year purchasing the Star Trek Ships of the Line

calendar. I love displaying my Trekkie-ness and I enjoy the discussions that it spawns from visitors

to my office.
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